Abstract
Coronary artery dislodgment is a rare but potentially lethal complication of percutaneous coronary intervention. We describe a case of an elective radial access right coronary artery PCI complicated by stent dislodgment into the aortic root and its successful retrieval with En-snare system through femoral access.
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Introduction
Stent embolization into the systemic or coronary circulation prior to deployment is a rare occurrence but is a recognised complication of coronary stenting, which poses a serious risk to the patient [1,2]. The risk of serious complications such as acute stent thrombosis leading to myocardial infarction, death, embolization, and need for an emergency operation, persists [3-5]. Stent loss is more likely to occur in lesions which are significantly angulated proximally to the lesion and when calcification is present [6,7].

There are many methods of stent retrieval. The following devices can be used: a small-balloon catheter, a snare loop, the two-wire technique and instruments used only beyond the coronary circulation such as grasping forceps and basket retrieval devices [5,8-13]. The snare loop currently appears to be the most efficient retrieval device [6,13-14]. If stent retrieval is not possible, an attempt can always be made to crush it against the vascular wall with another stent so as to stabilise the first one [5,8].

We describe a case of stent dislodgment during right coronary artery elective PCI and the successful manoeuvres to retrieve and exteriorize the dislodged stent using an ensnare looped system.

Case History
A 66-year old male with long standing history of type 2 diabetes, hypertension, dyslipidaemia and ischemic heart disease with prior history acute myocardial infarction treated with primary PCI to LAD with 3.0x22 mm drug eluting stent. Came for a staged PCI for a significant proximal RCA lesion. Following obtaining an informed consent and reload with 300 mg of Plavix. Right radial approach was selected patient received 7000 units of heparin. A 3DRC guiding catheter was used to intubate the RCA following failure to engage with Judkin 4 guiding catheter, BMW wire advanced all the way to the distal end of RCA, lesion predilated by 2.5x15mm compliant balloon to 12 atmospheres (Figure 1). A 3.5x22mm Xience expedition stent was placed across the lesion under fluoroscopy. It was noted that the guide was not stable. It was decided to deploy the stent with the first fluoroscopy the stent appeared to have dislodged into the ascending aorta with the wire (Figure 2). Now the stent with an inflated balloon the guiding catheter and the wire all hanging in the ascending aorta. The initial decision to remedy this was to carefully and slowly withdraw the entire system along the course of the subclavian system and deploy the stent in a safe spot (Figure 3). But because of tortuosity it was thought to snare the entire system through a large femoral sheath. An 8 F sheath was inserted into the right femoral artery and a 6 F ensnare system taken to the ascending aorta and grabbed the inflated balloon (Figure 4) and stent slowly moved down into the abdominal aorta under fluoroscopy. Then the balloon was deflated slowly and the snare tightened across the stent (Figure 5) and taken outside the body through the 8 F sheath (Figure 6) post snare femoral angiogram showed no injury to the femoral artery and a successful snaring of the dislodged stent. Patient was brought at a later date for a successful direct PCI to the RCA. This time the guide selected was an Amplatzer 0.75 (Figure 7).

Figure 1: Predilatation of the RCA lesion.
**Figure 2:** Dislodged stent with an inflated balloon in the ascending aorta.

**Figure 3:** Attempt to withdraw the stent and deploy in the right subclavian artery.

**Figure 4:** Capturing the dislodged stent and inflated balloon with ensnare system.

**Figure 5:** Deflating the balloon and tightening the snare across the stent.

**Figure 6:** Exteriorizing the stent through the 8 f femoral sheath.

**Figure 7:** Post stent using Al 0.75 guiding cath.
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Discussion

The incidence of stent loss ranged between 0.21%-8.4% with a pooled estimate of 1.3% and has been decreasing over time [15]. This is likely the result of improved stent design and stent delivery systems. The introduction of premounted stents contributed greatly to stent loss rate decline, which occurred in spite of treating increasingly complex groups of patients and lesions. Moreover, the stent cross-profile has decreased and the stent delivery systems have significantly improved [16].

The risk factors of stent dislodgement are related to the patient, equipment or the operator. Arterial tortuosity and calcification may cause difficulty not only in delivering a stent to the lesion but also in crossing it in the presence of calcification. Calcified spicules may also cause deformation of the stent, leading to stent dislodgement through any of the three aforementioned mechanisms. The type of equipment used may cause disadvantages such as a poor guide support, which decreases the stent’s deliverability to a lesion [17].

Stent retrieval

Mohammed et al. [15] reported (66%) dislodged stent were successfully retrieved from the coronary circulation, of which 381 stents (55%) were subsequently removed from the body and 317 stents (45%) were lost again to the peripheral circulation; 130 stents (12%) were deployed, 27 stents (3%) were crushed, and 28 stents (3%) were left undeployed/uncrushed. In some cases, multiple retrieval devices and strategies were used to retrieve the lost stents. Snare were the most commonly used devices (used in 33.7% of stent retrieval attempts).

In most cases, the lost stents were retrieved using a snare, which consists of a loop advanced through a delivery catheter. The lost stent is captured by retrieving the loop into the delivery catheter, resulting in “capture” of the stent between the loop and the delivery catheter tip. There are currently several types of snares (single loop or multi-loop, and in several diameters ranging from 2-3 mm to 45 mm) enabling effective stent (or other device) retrieval [5].

The second most commonly used retrieval technique was the small-balloon technique, which is only feasible if guidewire position is maintained through the lost stent. This is a simple technique, in which a small balloon is advanced through the lost stent, inflated distally, and withdrawn, displacing the lost stent into the guiding catheter [4,16-20].

Other retrieval devices or techniques, such as forceps [21], basket retrieval devices [22], the Cook retained fragment retriever (Cook) [21], embolic protection devices, such as filters [23], the two-wire technique [24,25] and the hairpin-wire technique [26] were infrequently used. Occasionally, the lost stent could be retrieved from the coronary circulation, but because of deformation it could not be removed from the body and required vascular surgery to be performed. However, stents lost in the peripheral circulation do not appear to cause complications [27].

Clinical consequences of stent loss

In the series by Collksen et al. [28] emergency CABG was performed in 3 of 14 patients (43%) due to jeopardized coronary flow by the embolized stent in 2 patients and due to hemodynamic deterioration requiring cardiopulmonary resuscitation in 1 patient. Three of 20 patients (15%) in whom stent loss occurred in the study by Eggebrecht et al. [4] died following emergency CABG; two patients had the surgery after a failed retrieval attempt and 1 patient underwent surgery because of inability to precisely localize the intracoronary lost stent. Since stent loss occurs rarely, prevention of complications related to stent loss relies heavily on familiarity of the operator with stent retrieval techniques and with alternative treatment options, such as crushing or deploying the stent [5], which might occasionally be safer than attempting to retrieve the lost stent [29]. In the majority of stent loss cases in the series by Iturbe et al. [29] the stent was deployed or crushed either because of a failed retrieval attempt (in 1 patient) or as the primary strategy (in 2 patients). Stent deployment in a coronary segment that is unlikely to be significantly affected by stenting may be the most time-efficient and low-risk strategy, since stent retrieval attempts can prolong the procedure, increase radiation exposure, and result in distal stent embolization or target vessel injury [29].
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